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The World's Best Carpet Re-Stretcher
The ready to use Behr Claws let you get to work right away without having to assemble your power
stretcher every time you want to use it. The compact design stores neatly behind the seat of your van.
Its claws grab hold of the tackless and pulls the carpet to the proper tension. After securely attaching
the carpet to the tackless, simply remove the Behr Claws , trim the carpet, and tuck the edge under the
baseboard. Quick, simple re-stretches and re-lays are what Behr Claws is about. You can buy Behr Claws
alone to use with your existing power stretcher, or buy the optional Power Stretcher Junior Head. Each
sold separately.
View instruction video online at www.behrclaws.com/video.html.

• Add hundreds of dollars each day to
your jobs with profitable re-stretches
• Compact and Light
• Perfect Perpendicular Stretches
• No Setup time
• Fast Training
• $65 - $100 per room
• Pays for itself
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Power Stretcher Head not included.

What people are saying about Behr Claws
“We’ve been in business for 5 years and we do tons of re-installs.
When I first saw the Behr Claws I was very skeptical but we bought
one after seeing a demo.
Now we swear by it. We can re-install twice as fast as before. We’re
very happy with this product. We also do re-stretches on carpet where
we find a bubble. Those add up to an extra $125 for just another 1520 minutes worth of work.
We used to use a power stretcher. Now we don’t have to haul around
all the big heavy poles. We just have our Behr Claws in a nice slot on
our truck and it goes with us on every job. It pays for itself every day;
a real money-maker.
Using the proper process with the aluminum nails and two techs, we
can stretch a whole basement in the same amount of time it used to
take us to just set up our old system.
Our team is using four Behr Claws now and we’ll never go back to the
old way.”
Ross Petersen
Rocky Mountain Restoration

You’ll make more money with
less risk than other add-ons like
upholstery cleaning and your
customers will be thrilled too!

